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When Gods Get Broken—the Theory and Practice of the 
jirnoddhara and navikarana in the Pancaratrika sources*
SUMMARY: The elaborate rituals accompanying the construction of a temple and 
the installation of its idols characteristic of Tantric traditions were meant to ensure 
a perfect abode and receptacle for the highest god in his earthly manifestation. 
Descriptions of these rituals in religious texts supplement technical prescripts included 
in texts on art and architecture and provide a theoretical and theological background 
for the temple cult. The practices enable the proper creation and then the appropri­
ate use of the temple and its idol, guaranteed by the permanent presence of god. 
But in the every-day temple practice the ritual could be endangered by the fact that 
the temple and the idol in some situations lose their perfection. This can be caused 
by impurity or damage. The ideal structure can be spoilt and therefore the religious 
practice and ritualistic manuals have to provide practical methods of reacting to such 
inevitable events. 
The article refers to several Paficaratrika sources which in their passages concern 
the impurity and damages as well as the renovation and replacement of old temples 
and images. The actions to be undertaken in such cases are presented in the texts under 
the heading jirnoddhara. 
KEYWORDS: Pancaratra, temple cult, images, renovation rituals (jirnoddhara)
Very elaborate rituals connected with the construction of a temple and 
the installation of an idol central to the temple cult are characteristic of
The research on South Indian temple cult is conducted in the frame 
of the research grant of the Polish National Centre of Science, decision num­
ber UMO-2011/03/B/HS2/02267. 
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Tantric traditions, and among them the South Indian Vaisnava cults of 
Vaikhânasa and Pâncarâtra. These rituals were meant to ensure a perfect 
abode and receptacle for the highest god in his earthly manifestation. 
Only by following the very detailed rules can one expect to achieve 
a perfect result, namely to construct the place and form which god 
requires and deserves. Descriptions of the particular rituals accompa­
nying this construction found in the canonical texts of the religious 
traditions supplement the technical prescripts included in texts on art 
and architecture and provide a theoretical and theological background 
for the temple cult. Reading into these texts gives a better insight into 
the essence of the worship of god’s representations in Tantric tradi­
tions, among them Pâncarâtra. As D. Smith wrote: “From the heavi- 
ly-liturgical texts of the Pâncarâtrâgama one can begin to appreciate 
at least some of the holy enthusiasm that fired the faithful to prepare 
a house where the Lord in His image-form might be worshipped 
in appropriate dignity. ”1
1 D. Smith in the Foreword to the Pancaratraprasadaprasadhana, 
p. XIX (Smith 1963). About Siva’s representations and their worship, see for 
example Davis 2000, especially chapter 4 entitled Summoning the Lord. 
2 In the history of India, foreign invasions, for example those by Mus­
lims, were also the reasons forcing the priests and devotees to hide temple 
images. They were taken to safer places or buried in the ground. See for exam­
ple Davis 1999, Sarma (forthcoming). 
The elaborate, time-consuming practices enable proper creation 
and then appropriate use of the temple and its idol, guaranteed by 
the permanent presence of god. But in the every-day temple practice 
the ritual could be endangered by the fact that the temple and the idol 
in some situations lose their perfection and, consequently, also their 
efficiency in ensuring god’s presence and providing his grace. This can 
be caused by impurity or damage. The impurity can be caused by a triv­
ial, physical reason as well as by a religious deficiency. 2 The damage 
can be caused by physical destruction of some parts or the whole tem­
ple or idol. The ideal structure can be spoilt and therefore the religious 
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practice and ritualistic manuals have to provide practical methods 
of reacting to such inevitable events as impurity or damage within 
the temple premises. 
The techniques of dealing with damage combine theoretical/ 
theological and religious/ritualistic issues with practical problems of 
managing the material structures and objects. The subject is connected 
also with the craft of Indian artisans (architects, painters and sculptors) 
mastered throughout centuries and accompanying the development of 
the religious traditions. It reached a very high level of performance 
especially around the 10th century A. D. and at that time the develop­
ment of the stone temple architecture and sculptures as well as metal 
casts and paintings of god’s images were in their full bloom. 
In the religious context of the Pancaratra one has to remember 
the strong belief in the real presence of god in his representations con­
nected with the concept of the five modes of his existence—para, 
vyuha, vibhava, antaryamin and arcavatara', where the arcavatara 
is perceived as his real presence in the representations, enabling a very 
close and intimate relation between the god and his devotees. There­
fore, the question of how to handle these representations becomes one of 
the issues often undertaken and elaborated in the Pancaratrika^a/n/j/ras. 34
3 These are: the highest and transcendent form of god, his emanations, 
his manifestations, the form of the “inner controller” present in every living 
creature, and the god present in his representations; see for example Czemiak- 
Drozdzowicz 2011, pp. 85-96, and Czemiak-Drozdzowicz (forthcoming). 
The concept of five modes of god’s existence, and especially the last two— 
antaryamin and arcavatara, was elaborated in the Srïvaiçnava theology; see 
for example Narayanan 1984, Nayar 1992. 
4 1 presented some basic information concerning the installation cer­
emony—pratisthâ in the article entitled “The Pratisthâ Ceremony (Instal­
lation of an Idol) in Some Pâncarâtrika Sources”, in: CEEN1S Current 
Research Series vol. 1. Edited by Danuta Stasik and Anna Trynkowska. 
Dom Wydawniczy Elipsa, Warsaw 2013. More elaborate remarks on the topic 
were presented in the paper entitled “At the crossroad of art and religion­
image consecration in the Pâncarâtrika sources”, delivered at the International 
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The actions to be undertaken in the case of damages are present­
ed in the texts under the heading jirnoddhara, which is often trans­
lated as “reconstruction of the damaged”. Sometimes also the term 
navikarana is used, which literally means “making anew/renova- 
tion”, however, it is used less frequently. In the Pancaratrika sources 
navikarana is not used as a noun, though in the Isvarasamhita and 
the Paramesvarasamhita the expressions navikftya and navam krtva 
can be found (Isvarasamhita 19.94—navam kftva', 19.158, 19.159, 
19.172 and 19.179—navikrtya)', Paramesvarasamhita 19.389—navi­
krtya; 19.454 navam krtva).5
Seminar Consecration Rituals in South Asia, Department of Archaeology and 
Religious Studies, Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Trond­
heim, Norway, 18.10.2012-20.10.2012, (forthcoming).
5 Some information concerning faults in the images and the ways of 
treating them, together with several details concerning installation ceremony 
can be also found in the Pauskarasamhitâ chapter 38.
6 Rospatt 2013.1 am very grateful to the Author for providing me with 
his text and for his very useful remarks concerning this problem (personal 
communications, Oslo 2011).
7 ТАК vol. Il, p. 274.
The term jirnoddhara poses some terminological problems and 
apart from “reconstruction of the damaged” it could also be translated 
as “removal/extraction of the old/damaged”. This terminological prob­
lem was observed for example by A. von Rospatt, who bases his delib­
erations mostly on the Buddhist sources and presents them, for example, 
in his article concerning Svayambhu caitya's renovation. He proposes 
the translation “the removal of what has become marred”.6 A similar 
translation is provided by the Tantrikabhidhanakosa'. “removal of 
a [cult-image] that is old and used”.7 Though such is a direct translation 
from Sanskrit, nevertheless, the term was understood not only 
as the removal of the old but also as the whole process of renovation or 
even replacement of the old one by the new one. The removal, as also 
von Rospatt observes, could mean the actual extraction of the idol or for 
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example the yasti pole from the core of the caitya, even with the help 
of bulls, which by pulling it enable this technically complicated task.“
The Pâncarâtrika samhitâs do not give clear and direct informa­
tion how the term should be understood, though for example the com­
parison of the process of renovation to the process of assuming a new 
body by a soul would suggest both the removal or abandoning of 
the old shape and then acquiring the new one.* 9 The term appears usu­
ally in the context suggesting not only removal but also renovation or 
replacement, as can be found for example in the Isvarasamhitir.
“ Similar procedure with the usage of bulls is, under the heading of 
bimboddhara, mentioned also by S.A.S. Sarma (Sarma forthcoming), who 
refers to the Keralan context.
9 Visnusamhita 24.3; see also p. 17.
10 Isvarasamhitd 19.50cd-51:
jirnoddharavidhim vaksye spnudhvam munisattamah || 19.50 
svayamvyaktadibimbdndm mahahge vahyupangake | 
bhagne sandhanam <samdhanam> eva syat tyagas tu na kadacana 11 19.51
11 Sanskrit text in Banerjea 2002, Appendix B II.
12 For example the Mayamata chapter 35; English translation see 
Dagens 1995.
“I will explain the rule of removal/renovation of the old, listen o Wise ones. 
For the self-manifesting and other images, if the main limb or minor limb 
is broken, there should be uniting/repair, but never abandoning.”10 11
Therefore, considering also the fact that the description of 
the jïrnoddhâra is not limited to the removal, but usually followed 
by the description of the repair or replacement, we would be tempted 
to understand the term in a much broader sense than just literal, and 
we take it as removal and renovation or replacement.
Descriptions of the renovation of idols and temples can be also 
found in Puranic texts, such as for example the Agnipurdna chapter 
67, as well as in the literature concerning handicrafts and architecture, 
for example the Pratimâmânalaksana"', the Mayamata, connected 
with the Saivasiddhânta tradition and South India12; or the Silparatna, 
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ascribed to Srikumara (16th AD). The Silparatna reads: “(•••) when 
an image is slightly damaged, it should never be discarded; but when 
its arms, hands, feet and legs are severed, when it is broken, split up 
or nine yava portion of it is gone or when it gets disfigured, it is usu­
ally to be discarded. If its fingers, etc., are cut up (or broken) the sages 
recommend binding (repairing) them”.13 All the repairs of the damage 
inside the temple were also regulated by strict rules.
13 In Banerjea’s translation; Baneijea 2002. Silparatna, part II, p. 209, 
in Banerjea 2002, p. 571:
dose laghutare bimbam naiva tyajyam kadacana | 
bahucchede karacchede pddacchede tathaiva ca || 
tathaiva sphutite bhinne yasmin navayave gate | 
vairupyam jayate yasya tat tyajyam prayaso bhavet 11 
angulyddiparicchede bandhanam sasyate [corr.; sas ’yate ed.] budhaih
14 See Narasimhan 2005, pp. 202-216. He, basing his research on sev­
eral sources, in the footnotes 1-15 refers to the Saiva and Vaisnava texts: 
Kriyadhikara, Khiladhikara, Karanagama, Vimanarcanakalpa, Naradlya- 
samhita, Padmasamhita and Visvaksenasamhitd.
The causes of damage
In relevant texts several reasons causing damage to temples and idols 
are given, for example14: cavity and loss of bricks (istakaksepa, istaka- 
viparyasa), damage to bricks and stones in temple walls, cracking 
in plaster (sudhasphota), leakage of water (jalasamsrava), emergence 
of fungus (kavakodbhava), accumulation of water after bathing 
the idols (abhisekambusankata), damage to the prastara roof, destruc­
tion of the door or its frame known as kavata and dvara, emergence 
and an attack of flies or wild bees known as mahamaksika, emergence 
of anthill (yalmika), decrease of the ground level (sthalavibhrama). 
The damage caused by fire, water, also by animals such as elephants 
and by thieves and arrogant people shall be repaired immediately. 
A clap of thunder (asani) or the appearance of insects may cause 
the damage. Insects and animals not only could cause damage 
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to the temples and images, but their blood or excrement could also 
pollute them.
Pancaratrika texts enumerate many reasons causing damage 
to the temple, for example the Isvarasamhita speaks about a cleft 
of the ground (ksmabheda) and flooding with water (jalavega)'5', 
the Naradiyasamhita speaks about fractures in the major and minor 
limbs of the idol, and damage caused by worms and fire. The idol 
is impure when it is destroyed, hollowed or broken, or stolen by thieves; 
it is spoiled and becomes polluted by impure substances such as puru­
lent matter (pus, discharge from wounds, etc.), excrement, blood, 
alcohol; it also could be cracked, unfixed or wom out due to the pas­
sage of time; the same applies also to the temples.15 6
15 Isvarasamhita 19.114:
ksmdbhedajalavegadyaih patitam bhagavadgpham | 
pragbimbasahitam tasmad desad anyatra kalpayet 11 19.114
“The house of Bhagavan destructed by the cleft of the ground, 
flooding with water and others,
[while] previously provided with an image, one, [having removed it] 
from this place, should create/establish [it] in an other place.”
16 Naradiyasamhita 17.10cd-13:
angopangadibhinne tu kpmivahnyadidusite 11 17.10
naste sasusire bhagne corair apahpte 'pi ca | 
puyavinmutrarudhiraih suraya capi dusite 11 17.11 
sphutite calite bimbeJlrne kalavasad dvija | 
dosair anyais tatha duste nadtvegadibhis tu vd\| 17.12 
pithe bhirtne tatha jtrne devyor va jirnayor api | 
prasade ’sanina bhagnejlrne kalavasadyadi\\ 17.13
“If [the major] and minor limbs are broken, destroyed by worms, 
fire etc.,
if it [the idol] is destroyed, has holes, is broken or if it is stolen by 
thieves,
spoiled by a discharge from a wound, by feces and urine or blood, 
as well as alcohol,
cracked, unstable, or the idol is wom out with the passage of time, 
O Twice-born,
as well as spoiled by the other faults or by the flooding with water etc.,
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The Pauskarasamhita, dedicating some parts, for example of 
chapters 36 and 38, to the topic of images and their treatment, points 
out that moving the images out of their places after installation, except 
in the case of damage, causes unrest (jtrnadosam vina caiva calanam 
yad asantikam).'1 It also reads that the damage caused for example 
by the landslide or earthquake brings the destruction of the king, but 
if the mantras are re-established after the renovation of the image, 
the prosperity regenerates (tadastamitamantranam bhuyah samstha- 
pane krte / udayam jayate).IB
The Padmasamhita also mentions several reasons for renovation 
and for the need of purification caused by the pollution in the temple. 
The purification can be accomplished by the ritual of sprinkling with 
water and it applies for example to the cases of polluting by impure 
if the pedestal is broken or old, or if both goddesses* are worn out, 
in the temple destroyed by a thunder and wom out with the passage of 
time
* Probably goddesses Bhudevi and SiidevT, accompanying the Visnu’s 
idol, are meant here.
17 Pauskarasamhita 36.431—432:
aparair astabhedasthair varnair va brahmanadikaih | 
prasthapitas ca vidhivat pratima yd nypottamaih ||36. 431 
pratibimbamaylm vyaktim svayam evacyutena va | 
jtrnadosam vina caiva calanam yadasantikam || 36.432
“The image which is installed according to the rules by others who 
belong to the eight divisions [members of other 8 divisions (?)] or 
varnas such as Brahmins and others, 
or by eminent kings, 
or [established] by Acyuta as a self-manifested representation, 
its moving/displecement, if [it is] without a fault of damage, causes 
unrest.”
18 Pauskarasamhita 36. 433-435:
ksatam utpatapurvais tu do$ais tu nypanasakyt | 
tadastamitamantranam bhuyah samsthapane kpte || 36.433 
udayam jayate sasvacchanlaye kintu pauskara | 
desikendrairyathadhyatah suryendvanalasannibhah || 36.434
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substances, animals etc.: “(• • •) in the case of polluting the temple by 
the contacts with unclean fluids, blood, excrements, or of living or 
dead dogs, jackals or dead corpses and if the idol [would be touched 
by them] (...)” (vinmutrarudhirapeyasparsadose ca mandire//janane 
marane caiva svasrgalasavadibhih / sppste ca bimbe (...)—PadS cp 
17.44ab-45abc).
Among those whose touch and presence in the temple is polluting, 
the Isvarasamhita mentions people degraded from their social class 
(patita), sinners (patakin), the leprous {kustiri), epileptic (apasmara), 
ill (rogavan), one-eyed (kana), those suffering from eye illness 
called bandha™ (bandha), the dumb (muka), deaf (badhira), limb­
less (artgahtna), the one not object to contac with unmarried women 
or those married to other men (parastrigamanasaktd), an adulterine 
(kunda), a widow’s bastard (golaka), menstruating women (rajasvala), 
one of the lowest caste (antyaja)', also the touch of Ksatriya, Vaisya and 
Sudra requires bathing of the idol.* 1920
pravisanti ca mantresah pranavadhvanisadhitah | 
karsayanti vibhutim svam kincitkalantarena tu 11
“The damage [caused] by the faults being the results of the calamity 
[such as, for example, an earthquake] brings the destruction of 
the king.
If there is the re-installation of the mantras of this damaged [image], 
the perpetual prosperity regenerates. But during the pacification, 
O Pauskara,
properly evoked by the teachers and resembling the sun, moon 
and fire,
and accomplished by the sound of pranava, these lords of mantras 
enter [the images],
and [they] draw/infuse [their] own power [into them] after 
some time.”
19 A disease which prevents the eyelids from closing.
20 Isvarasamhita 19.138-142:
patitah pataki vapi kusthyapasmdrarogavan |
kano bandhas ca muko va badhiro vangahinakah || 19.138 
parastngamanasaktah kundo va golako pi va | 
rajasvalantyajadyais ca samsppslo gardabhddibhih 11 19.139 
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Polluting requiring purification and caused by an improper or 
impure person (thief, Sudra, etc.) is also mentioned in the Paramesvara- 
samhita,1' the Visvaksenasamhita mentions also Candalas, degraded, 
menstruating women, outcastes, carpenters and others as causing, with 
their touch, pollution which require purification.21 2
spysec ced bhagavadbimbam adhamottamamdrgatah | 
samsrapya devam vidhivacchantihomam tathdcaret || 19.140 
etaih pravifte dhamantah kuryad adhamamadhyamam | 
snapanam devadevasya santihomam tathdcaret 11 19.141 
ksatrair visyais talha sudrais tattatstribhis tu va dvijah | 
bimbe spyste kramat kuryat snapanam tv adhamottamam 11 19.142 
“If wicked/degraded, sinner or leprous, epileptic and ill, 
one-eyed, suffering from bandha eye disease, dumb, deaf or limbless, 
addicted to going to women who are unmarried or married to another 
man, an adulterine [or a son of the man other than her husband], or 
a widow’s bastard,
the one touched by a menstruating woman, or touched by the one of 
the lowest cast or by the [cow-dung] beetle etc., 
touches the image of God, he [the priest], according to the method 
which is the supreme among inferior 
having withdrawn the God according to the rule, should undertake 
santihoma.
If they [the people mentioned above] enter the abode, one should 
perform the middle of the lowest [grade of the] 
bathing of the God of gods and then he should perform santihoma. 
By Ksatriyas, Vaisyas and Sudras or their women, O, Brahmins 
if the idol is touched, in due order one should do the bathing but 
the highest of the lowest”
21 Paramesvarasamhita 19.142:
ksatrair visyais tatha sudrais tattatstribhis tu va dvijah | 
bimbe spysfe kramat kuryat snapanam tv adhamottamam 11 19.142 
“By K$atriyas, Vaisyas and Sudras or their women, O Brahmins, 
if the idol is touched, in due order one should do the highest of 
the lowest bathing.”
22 Visvaksenasamhita 36.143-144: 
canddlapatitodakydnisadyai(-dai?)s taksakadikaih | 
lobhad va yadi va mohat sparsanam cen munisvara 11 36.143 
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Among animals causing pollution in the temple premises and of 
the idol itself, the Paramesvarasamhita enumerates cats (bidala), birds 
(paksin), for example crows (kaka), wild cock (kumkkuta=kukkutal), 
vulture (grdhra), also firefly (khadyota), wasp (bhrhga), bee (maksika), 
but not an ant (piptlika) or the like; among the polluting substances 
it mentions semen (retas), blood (rudhira), excrement (vinmutra), 
undrinkable liquids (?) (apeya) and meat (mamsa).21
prasadaproksanenaiva prasadam suddhyate ‘tra vai | 
atha va munisardula pahcagavyam samanayet 11 36.144
The Isvarasamhita mentions those who cause the pollution in verses 
19.155cd-157ab.
23 Paramesvarasamhita 19.363-369. Similarly, in passage 19.409-412 
it orders also purification of the ground in the case of pollution caused by dead 
animals in the temple premises.
Different treatment of various types of idols and temples
The procedures of renovation, as presented in the Pancaratrika litera­
ture, differ according to various factors. Firstly, the texts differentiate 
the images and temples according to the way they came into existence, 
namely there is a special category of self-appearing, self-manifest­
ing temples and images—svayamvyaktalsvavyakta/svayambhuva, 
which are especially valuable. The texts suggest special treatment of 
them, however, since they often add adi in the compound (for exam­
ple svayamvyaktadi), it would suggest that the rules refer not only 
to the svayamavyakta idols but also to other kinds of them. When one 
considers several passages from different Pancaratrika sources, one can 
see that sometimes they are not very clear in this matter, for example 
the Isvarasamhita reads:
“Listen, O Best of the wise ones, I will tell [you] about the rule of 
renovation for self-manifesting [idols] as well as those created by gods, 
by siddhas, by fit's and by men.
For the images which are self-manifested and others, in the case of a big 
damage or a small one, 23
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repairing of the fracture should be done, but they should never 
be abandoned.
Even if there is no possibility of repairing, it should not be thrown 
away, O best of Munis.
The same as [the broken parts of] a saligrama stone image, split or 
broken [and] very much destroyed
or slightly destroyed, with a golden slab/plate/strip [to make it] stronger, 
should be joined/unite/fixed; in such a way [one should proceed 
in the case of] self-manifested and others.”24
24 Isvarasamhita 19.50-53:
svayamvyakte tat ha divye saiddhe car$adyamdnuse |
jirnoddhdravidhim vaksye synudhvam munisattamah || 19.50 
svayamvyaktddibimbdnam mahahge va hy upahgake | 
bhagne sandhanam <samdhanam> eva sydt tyagas tu na kadacana 11 19.51 
sandhandyogyam <samdhdnayogyam> api tan na tyajyam munisattamah | 
saligramasaldbimbam <sdligrdmasaldbimbam> bhinnam bhagnam bphat 
kjatam || 19.52
alpaksatam ca sauvarnaih patlair dfdhataram yatha | 
bandhayec ca tathaivaisu svayamvyaktadikesv api || 19.53
25 Isvarasamhita 19.106cd-109ab:
svayamvyaktadike vapi devasiddhadikalpite 11 19.106
bimbe vimdne prakare gopure dvari mantape | 
And further the same text reads:
“In the case of the self-manifested and others or even those created by 
gods or siddhas
the idol, temple, courtyard, gate, door, pavillion,
pedestal, kitchen or even the treasure-house
provided with [proper] features or even deprived of them [without them], 
if they are old, one should re-create [them] in accordance with the previ­
ous shape.
In doing otherwise, O Brahmins, there would be a great offence.”25
In another passage the Isvarasamhita reads that at least purifying sprin­
kling is compulsory in the case of the self-manifested, and other, idols:
“Having renovated, according to the rules, the idol painted or made of clay, 
one should re-install it in the case of the self-manifested and others.
Even without renovating, for the painted idol and others, like previously,
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one should perform sprinkling etc.; by this one purifies [it]”26 278
pithe va pacanavase kosagaradike 'pi vd \ \ 19.107 
laksanair anvite vapi laksanair ujjhite pi va | 
jirne punas tatha kuryat purvarupanusaratah 11 19.108 
anyatha karane viprah pratyavayo mahan bhavet |
26 Isvarasamhita 19.158-159:
citramynmayabimbam tu navikftya yathavidhi |
punah pratistham kurvlta svayamvyaktddikesu ca 11 19.158 
citrabimbadikam capi na navikytya purvavat | 
samproksanddikam kuryat tat tu tenaiva sudhyati 11 19.159 
isvarasamhita 19.54—19.83 refers also to the renovation according 
to the material the idol was made of.
27 Here probably one kind of installation is meant, namely the one for 
a movable idol, which is mentioned for example in the Yisnusamhita: sthapan- 
asthapana caiva tatha samsthapana punah /prasthapana ca partcoktah prati- 
sthapanaya saha // 15.2 sthitasanasayananam yanagasya calasya ca / yd 
kriya pahcadha prokta sa pratistheti kirtita // 15.3—"sthdpand, dsthdpand 
as well as samsthapana and prasthapana—five are named together with 
pratisthapana. For the standing, sitting, laying, running on the cart and mov­
able [idol], the ceremony is fivefold—it is known as pratistha.”
28 Naradiyasamhita 15.254:
na pratisthapanam kuryat svavyakte munikalpite |
bhinne jirne 'thava bimbeprasade vd na tat tyajet || 15.254
Similarly the Naradiyasamhita in the chapter 15 reads that the re-ins­
tallation of the self-manifested and the wwm-made idols is not needed:
“One should not perfom consecration (pratisthapana)11 for the [idol] of 
the svayamvyakta type [and ?] the one made by munis.
If the idol and the temple are broken or old, one should not dispose/get rid of it.”2"
The Isvarasamhita in chapter 19 refers also to damaged temples:
“The renovation of the self-manifested abodes and others will be pre­
sented [now].
If there is a fracture in one place in the temple etc., the gods which are 
established there
should not be invoked into another place; one worships them right there.
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Having united the one-break damage, he should perform sprinkling,
O Brahmins.
In the case of the temple destroyed everywhere, the gods residing there 
should be worshipped, having been invoked onto the pedestal of the main 
idol.
Even with the old bricks etc. and with the things of this kind/similar 
with the new ones and even bigger { ? -gilita] should [one] then create 
the temple.
Of which material was the old vimana and with which features it was 
provided, 
then [the vimana ] of that kind one should [re-]create, and not otherwise. 
Having installed according to the rules a re-created vimana and others, 
one should perform sprinkling etc. for the God, O Munis.29”
29 Isvarasamhita 19.100cd-106ab:
svayamvyaktadike dhamni jirnoddharas tu vakfyate 11 19.100 
prasddader ekadeśabhańgaś cet tatra samsthitah | 
devas tv anyatra nodvahyah pujayann eva tatra tah 11 19.101 
bhagnaikadeśam sandhaya <samdhaya> kuryat samprokfanam <sam- 
proksanam> dvijah |
prasade sarvato bhagne prasadasthas tu devatah 11 19.102 
mulabimbasya pithe tu samavahya samarcayan | 
praktanair evesfakadyais tatsajatiyavastubhih 11 19.103 
nutanaiś capi gilitaih prasadam kalpayet punah | 
piirvam vimanam yaddravyam yddrglaksanasamyutam || 19.104 
tadj-g eva punah kuryan na kuryad anyatha punah | 
punah kytam vimanadyam pratisthapya yathavidhi || 19.105 
samprokyanadikam kuryad devasya munipungavah | 19.106 ab
30 Śripraśnasamhita 49.439cd-440ab:
svayamvyaktadibimbanampithabhańgo bhavedyadi || 49.439 
bhagnam pitham parityajya punar anyam prakalpayet |
In the case of damages to the pedestal, the SrTprasnasamhita 
(49.439cd-440ab), also using the compound with adi, suggests dis­
posal, not renovation:
“For the idols of the svayamvyakta and other [kinds], if there is a break 
in the pedestal,
having abandoned the broken pedestal, one should then prepare another one.”30
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As for the damages of the self-manifested idols themselves, the Sri- 
prasnasamhitâ recommends sprinkling in the case of renovating of 
the old one and installation in the case of an exchange for a new idol:
“If there is uniting/repair of the man-made or self-manifested idol, 
having united [it], one should perform sprinkling, but there is no other rule. 
If there is a new one, one should perform the installation of the whole idol. 
The renovation of the temple, pavilion and others is [also] explained here.”31
11 Snprasnasamhita 49.443cd-444ab:
mdnuse va svayamvyakte samdhanam vigrahe yadi || 49.443 
samdhaya proksanam karyam na ca tv anyo vidhir bhavet | 
nutanam cet pratisthaiva sarvabimbasya karayet 11 49.444 
prasadamandapadlnam jlrnoddhara ihocyate |
32 Naradlyasamhita 15.254:
na pratisfhapanam kuryat svavyakte munikalpite |
bhinne jlrne 'thava bimbeprasade va na tat tyajet 11 15.254
33 Naradlyasamhita 17.2cd-3ab:
vidhanam jlrnabimbanam trividham pariklrtitam || 17.2 
manusam carsakam caiva svavyaktam iti bhedatah |
“The rule [concerning] broken images is described as threefold: 
for a man-made [type], for a /-si-made [type] and for a self-manifested 
one (svavyakta) separately.”
The Naradlyasamhita, though, says that first of all there is no need 
for the installation (pratistha) of the svavykta idol and the one estab­
lished by the munis, but also there is no possibility of getting rid of 
it, if broken.32 33Further on it reads that there are three different rules 
concerning broken images of different kinds, namely mânusa, arsaka 
and svavyaktaN Nevertheless, further on, the text does not develop this 
idea and, what is more, suggests that the procedures for different types 
of images are not different, and reads:
“In this way one should proceed if the temple created by the siddhas 
is damaged.
In the same way if the self-manifested idol or temple, O Twice-born, 
is damaged, one should proceed; and if the temple and others
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[are damaged], no otherwise, O Eminent.”34
34 Naradiyasamhita 17.79-80ab:
evam jirnavimane tu samskuryat siddhanirmite |
evam eva svayam vyakte bimbe vayatane dvija 11 17.79
jirne kuryad vimanadau nanyatha dvijapuhgava |
35 S.A.S. Sarma, presenting the process of renovation in the Keralan 
context, distinguishes between its several elements, for example jivodvasana— 
“extracting the life from the idol”, bimboddhara—“uninstalling the damaged 
idol from its pedestal”, jivavahana—invoking the potencies back to the idol, 
etc.; see Sarma (forthcoming).
36 Isvarasamhita 19.26cd-29ab:
jirnabimbagatam saktim kumbhe tv avahya desikah || 19.26 
kurvarm abhyarcanam tatra bimbasandhanam <bimbasamdhanam> ¿¡caret | 
masad arvaksamadhane kumbhe saktim samarcayet 11 19.27 
tadiirdhvam dvadasabdantam [em.; dvadasabhantam ed.] samadhana- 
vilambane |
Therefore, as can be seen from the quotations above, Pancaratrika texts 
are not always consistent and clear on this issue, though the tendency 
of distinguishing the self-manifested idols and temples as better than 
others and, in consequence, requiring special treatment, is to be seen.
Renovation procedures — material repair versus ritualistic 
procedures
Renovation of the temples and images, especially of the main ones 
(mulamurti/mulavigraha/mulabera), is a complicated process, which 
requires not only material repair but also particular ritualistic pro­
cedures, among them those enabling temporary removal of the god, 
or rather his potencies, from the temple or from the idol into another 
place.35 Therefore, one of the characteristic ceremonies is that of 
transferring divine potencies into the vessels of water called kumbha. 
As the Isvarasamhita reads, the potency, if the period of repair is short, 
could be removed into a vessel, but if it takes longer, the construction 
of a provisional pavilion and image is needed.36 After the renovation, 
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the god’s potency goes back to the temple and image. This is executed 
when the priests pour water from these vessels (kumbhabhiseka) over 
the image or, in case of renovation of the temple, climb the temple 
tower and pour down water.
Abhiseka is one of the most spectacular rituals performed 
in the temples. This rite, referring to the Vedic times, when sprink­
ling was also an important element of the ritual,37 sometimes has 
another function and is interpreted differently as a rite adding potency 
to the images which during long service are liable to impurity and loss 
of power. It applies especially to the processional idols, which, in addi­
tion, leave the temple premises and can face unpredictable events caus­
ing impurity, but it also applies to the main, permanent idol, which 
is visited by so many worshippers that it is difficult to control them 
fully, therefore among them improper or unauthorized persons could 
appear, jeopardizing the purity of the place.38
kytva balagrham tatra balabimbam <balabimbam> yathavidhi || 19.28 
samsthapya tatra tacchaktim samavahya samarcayet |
"The teacher, having invoked into the vessel the potency contained 
in the damaged image,
doing worship there should undertake the repair of the idol. 
If the repair takes place within one month, he should worship 
the potency in the vessel.
If it is longer and ends within 12 years [or] in case of a delay in repair, 
having prepared a provisional pavilion and a provisional idol there, 
according to the rules, 
having installed [it] and having invoked this potency, there he should 
worship it.”
37 See for example Tsuchiyama 2005.
38 For the question of the divine presence in his representations and 
the question of “renovation” of the divine potency in the Saiva tradition one 
can consult for example Fuller 2004 and Davis 2000.
Several Pancaratrika texts dedicate whole separate chapters or 
longer passages to the topic of renovation, for example the Visva- 
ksenasamhitd(chwpte^36enin\edjirnoddharavidhi—“therule [concern­
ing] renovation”), the Padmasamhita (caryapada chapter 17 entitled 
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jirnoddharasamproksanavidhi—“the rule concerning renovation and 
consecration [sprinkling]”), the Visnusamhita (chapter 24), the Isvara- 
samhita (in chapter 19; especially verses 1-180), the Naradiyasamhita 
(chapter 17 entitled jirndsamskaravidhi—“the rule [concerning] 
the ritual of renovation”), the Paramesvarasamhita (longer passages 
in the chapters 15.915-957 and 19.350-520), the SrTprasnasamhita 
(chapter 49.406-489) and the Visvamitrasamhitd (chapter 23 entitled 
jirnoddharavidhi).
The Visvaksenasamhita in chapter 36 (jirnoddharavidhi) con­
tains elaborate passage concerning renovation of temples and idols, 
but also comprises many additional notes about maintaining purity and 
holiness in the god’s abodes as well as about the proper executors of 
the ritualistic activities:
“Let him undertake the renovation of the damaged [idols] together with 
a skilful artisan.
Otherwise, due to ignorance, he will cause damage to the village, loss of 
property, destruction of the place”—there is no doubt about it. 
Therefore, one should firstly remove the Great Hari, who resides in the temple, 
from the image according to the rule 
and, therefore, one should attentively commence the withdrawal of potency (sakti). 
In this way enshrining the highest divinity of the temple in the provisional/ 
alternate pavilion39 40 41, in the surroundings of the temple (prakara), 
or in the pavilions of the attending deities (parivara) in the outer surroundings, 
in such a way, according to the described method one should perform pre­
liminary ceremony (adhivasana).'"
39 This could mean destruction of the place of living, as well as the temple.
40 Literally “pavilion of removal”. It is, possibly, equivalent of the balalaya, 
the provisional temple pavilion which replaces the actual sanctuary. For balalaya 
see also footnote 3, p. 44 in the D. Smith’s edition of the Pdncaratraprasada- 
prasadhana. In other contexts the term could be also understood differently and 
Smith (Pancaratraprasadaprasadhana edition, footnote 36 pp. 158-159) men­
tions that the term vinodamandapa could also mean “pleasure-recreation hall”.
41 A ritual taking place the day before the actual ceremony and prepar­
ing for its proper performance. See for example TAK. vol. I.
In this way the shortly described renovation of the damaged [idols and 
temples] should be performed.
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Now I will present major rules concerning renovation of damages 
[and the role] of a teacher, founder and master in craft,42 O great wise man.”43
42 The term taksa applies mainly to the work in wood and stone.
43 Visvaksenasamhita 36.41-47:
evam uktaprakârena saktim udvâsya nârada | 
jïrnoddhâram tatah kuryât silpinâ kusalena lu || 36.41 
anyathâ kurute mohât grâmanâso dhanakçayah | 
sthânanâso bhavet latra sambhaven naira samsayah || 36.42 
tasmât sarvaprayatnena vimânastham harim param | 
udvâsayen mahâbere kramât pürvam yathâvidhi || 36.43 
tasmât sarvaprayatnena saktyudvâsanam ârabhet | 
mârgertaikena samyojya prâsâdasyâdhidaivatam || 36.44 
vinodamandapam caiva vapraprâkârake tathâ | 
parivârâlayâdyesu bahihprâkârake tathâ || 36.45 
evam uktaprakârena kârayed adhivâsanam | 
evam samksepatahproktam jïrnoddhâram athârabhet || 36.46 
atah param pravaksyâmi jïrnoddhâravidhim param | 
âcâryam yajamânam ca takfâcâryam mahâmune || 36.47
44 An interesting example of the treatment of an old main image of 
god is connected with the Adi Varadarâja image from the Varadarâja tem­
ple in KancTpuram. It was made of wood from Atti tree (Ficus Glomerata) 
and thus was called Atti Varadar or Àdi Atti Varadar. In about the 15,h cen­
tury A.D. it was replaced or rather displaced into the tank, while a new one, 
made of stone, replaced it in the temple. The old image is therefore still kept 
in the temple in its holy tank and is removed once in 40 years. On this occa­
sion a ceremony called mandala ârâdhana is conducted; see, for example, 
Raman 1975. I would like to thank Prof. Ute Hiisken for drawing my atten­
tion to this special treatment of the old image and for the information that this 
particular old murti is considered by the followers as a very powerful and 
effective form of god.
One of the crucial elements of the forthcoming process of renovation 
is the proper treatment of the old idol.44 The potency of the idol has 
to be secured and to enable it some preliminary acts are needed, such 
as preparation of a provisional place, a temporary abode for perform­
ing the ritual (vinodamandapa=bdldlaya), providing the proper place 
for the withdrawal of potency from the idol (or temple) usually into 
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a vessel, in which it will be safely kept untill the moment of the re- 
installation of the idol.
Afterwards the Msvaksenasamhita gives a realtively thorough 
description of the details concerning the reparation of idols with diffe­
rent damage and made of different types of material:
“If a clay idol is damaged, [its wooden or metal] frame (sula),Ai clay, cloth or cord45 6, 
they should be recreated from clay or one should order to make them of stone. 
If a stone image is damaged [its parts should be recreated] with metal or stone. 
If an image of jewels is damaged [it should be recreated] with gold or silver. 
[Images] of wood, clay, stone, metal/iron and others, golden and made of jewels 
in [this] order
45 The sculptures have inside it a kind of supporting core or frame, 
which can be made of wood or metal. The description of the technique of 
making idols can be found for example in Sthapati 2002, pp. 223-232.
46 Cloth and cords should be wrapped around the core-frame.
47 Visvaksenasamhitâ 36.48-53:
mpnmayapratimâjtrne sûlamptpatarajjavah | 
punas tu mpnmayâh kâryâ silayâ vâpi kârayet || 36.48 
sailajapratimâjîrne lohajâh sailajâs tathâ | 
ratnajapratimâjïrne sauvarnam vâpi râjatam || 36.49 
dârumpcchailalohâdyâ rukmaratnâdikâh kramât | 
uttamâ iti vijneyâ uttarottaram agratah || 36.50 
rukmam ratnam samânam ca kecid âhur manisinah | 
silâloham ca sadpsam devarse iti kecana || 36.51 
hâtakam rajatam tâmram samânam iti nârada | 
lohasabdena samjnâtvâ kârayed utsavâdikam || 36.52 
yajamânasya vânchâ [corr.; vâcchâ ed.] cet yathâvittânusâratah (!) | 
asmin munivarasrestha trapukam câyasam vinâ || 36.53
are considered better and better, beginning from the first one. 
[Images] of gold and jewels by some are considered equal, 
others as equal [consider images] of stone and metal, O Divine Muni. 
Golden, silver, made of copper are the same, O Narada.
One should order to create processional (utsava) images and others, knowing 
that they are called metal ones.
If he [renovates them] according to the wish of the founder, [he creates them] 
according [their, namely founders”] wealth.
And then, O Best of munis, he does not use lead or iron.”47
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In addition, in a further passage, the Visvaksenasamhita describes 
the features needed for a Brahmin to be entitled to perform rites 
in the temple, among them the installation. Here, apart from know­
ledge, many mental qualities, physical or physiological aspects as well 
as the appearance are also considered. The text says that among other 
things he should be patient (danta), satisfied with whatever comes 
to hand (yadrcchalabhatosaka), controlling his anger (jitakrodha), full 
of devotion (bhaktimat). He should not be ill (sarvarogavivarjita) or 
bald (sipi), he should not be small but also not too tall (hrasvakara, 
atidirgha), and nice and healthy nails (varjayed devakaryesu kunakhi 
ca visesatah) are also important for someone who is supposed to touch 
the image of god.48
The VisvS continues the topic in verses 36.54-92.
48 VisvS 36.93-117ab.
49 PâdS cp 17.15:
kumbhe saktim samâvâhya nirmâya ca yathâpuram | 
adhivâsâdikam sarvam pratislhâyâm ivâcaret ||
“Having invoked the [god’s] potency into the kumbha vessel and after 
making [repairs] as previously,
one should undertake all preliminary acts etc. as during
the installation.”
Yet another important Pancaratrika text, elaborately describing 
the ritual, namely the Padmasamhita in chapter 17 of its caryapada, 
entitled “the rule [concerning] renovation and consecration” (jirnod- 
dharasamproksanavidhi), also includes the description of the pro­
cess of renovation, though it is less detailed. It, for example, forbids 
the removal of images that could still be repaired (samadhatavya), but 
if they are devoid of limbs (hinahga), they should be thrown away and 
new ones should be created (hitva tani punah srjet). Even if only some 
repairs are to be done, the god’s potency should be invoked away into 
a kumbha vessel and after renovation and finishing preparatory acts, 
one should undertake installation.49 An image made of metal which 
is to be thrown away should be melted down and only then one can 
create a new one. If the image of god is damaged, during the process of 
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recreation of a new one, the goddesses previously accompanying him 
should be united with him again and there is no need to create new idols 
of the goddesses.50 If parts such as a halo, pedestal and other elements 
of the image or attributes such as the cakra are weak, not very solid 
and unstable/moveable, the image should not be worshipped unless 
repaired. In such a case the potency of the [subsidiary] image should 
also be removed to the main image or into the vessel.51 The old pedestal 
can serve for the installation of the new image or, if it is also damaged, 
a new one is to be used.52 A provisional, small temple (balalaya) 
50 PadScp 17.7-8ab:
tyaktam ca lohajam bimbam davayitva punah spjel | 
deve June punahspstau devyah pracyo yathasthitah || 17.7 
tabhir eva punar yojyo devo nanyah spjet punah | 17.8ab
“One, having melted down the metal image to be thrown away, should 
then recreate it.
If the damaged [image of] God is recreated, if there were accompanying 
goddesses proviously established,
with them again the God should be united; other ones should not be created.”
51 PadS cp 17.9-10abc:
prabhapadmasanadinam vaikalye calane pi va |
ayudhe pi ca cakradauyastavyo nasamahitah || 17.9 
udvasya pratimasaktim miilabere ghate 'pi va | 
cakrades ca samadhanam karyam | 17.1 Oc
“If the halo, lotus [-like] pedestal and others are imperfect or even movable 
and if the weapon, discus and other [attributes are damaged], one 
should not worship an imperfect [idol]. After removal of the potency of 
the idol into the main idol or even into a vessel,
one should undertake repair to the discus and other [attributes].”
52 PadS cp 17.11cd-13:
bimbepuratane jirne navabimbam kptam yadi || 17.11 
lam pithe sthapayed devam na dojah padmasambhava | 
pTfhe 'py anutane jirne navam kptvayathapuram \\ 17.12 
tadbimbam sthapayet pithe pratisthakarmabhih sada | 
na dojas tatra vijheyahprabhadinam caturmukha || 17.13
“If the idol is damaged and old and when the new one is prepared, 
then [the image of] the god should be placed on the pedestal. By [doing] this
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should be prepared and there the power from the damaged idol should 
be invoked into the new image. The priest should suspend offerings 
to Visnu and the old, damaged idol should be buried in the earth or 
thrown into the water.53
he does not commit an offence, O Lotus-bom.
Even if the pedestal is old and destroyed, having made a new one as previously, 
one should place the image on the pedestal always with [the accompaniament of] 
the installation ceremony.
Then he does not commit an offence [connected with the usage of the damaged] 
halo and other [elements], O Four-faced.”
53 Pad S cp 17.14—15ab:
balalayam kalpayitva tatra sailddivastu$u |
bimbe tu saktim avahya jTrnebhyah pujanam hareh 11 17.14
tyaktam ca bimbam nikhanet ksitau vambhasi niksipet |
“Having constructed a provisional temple of stone or other materials, 
having invoked the potency from the damaged [figures] to the idol, 
the worship of Hari one should abandon. He should bury the image 
in the earth or throw it into the water”.
54 PadS cp 17.15cd-18ab:
prasade capi sithile pujayed balavesmani || 17.15 
upetam parivaraih svair devam muleyatha tatha | 
ujjirne [com; ujirne ed.] dhruvabimbe tu jirne dhamani ca sthitdn || 17.16 
devan devaparivaran mulabere nivesayet |
ajirnadhamanisthdnam jirne tu dhruvakautuke || 17.17 
nodvdso 'nyatra kartavyo devddindm caturmukha |
“If the temple is damaged, one should worship in the provisional dwelling 
the God in the main form together with his companions, according to 
possibilities.
If the main image is destroyed and the building, 
If the temple itself is damaged, the god in his main miirti should 
be worshipped together with his attendants in the provisional temple. 
If both the main idol and the temple are destroyed, attending deities 
should be removed to the main murti. Less important idols should 
not be neglected and removed from the temple which is not dam­
aged. When the main idol and the idol for daily offerings (kautuka) are 
destroyed, the other gods should not be removed into another place.54
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The text says also, that the fruit of both ceremonies, namely the first 
installation and the re-installation of the renovated idol is the same, 
and this applies also to the renovation of the temple and other ele­
ments. If during the ceremony improper texts are used, the agents 
of the ritual acts are improper as well as the idols themselves, it will 
bring destruction of subjects, their king and kingdom.55 At the time of 
installation of several images after their renovation, the same proce­
dures are applied. The sacrificial idol56 is placed on the altar (yedi) or 
in the pavilion, but the preliminary acts and bath are not performed, 
as well as the ceremony of the opening of the eyes of the idol, and 
the withdrawal and imposition of the tattva elements are not needed.57 
All the acts prescribed in the texts should be duly executed and when 
the main image is ready, the same, already known procedures should 
be followed. First the temporary image and the processional idol 
one should transfer the deities, God’s companions, established [there] 
into the main image.
When the temple is undamaged but the main image and processional 
ones are destroyed,
the accompanying gods residing there should not be removed elsewhere, 
O Four-faced”.
55 PadScp 17.33cd-35ab:
apurvakalpane jlrne samuddhare dvayor api || 17.33 
tulyam phalam kalpananam dhamader nasti samsayah | 
tantradhikdrimurtinam vyatyaye [em. Varada Desikan (EFEO, Pondi­
cherry); vyatyaje ed.] kalpite punah || 17.34 
npnam narapates capi rdftrasya ca bhavet ksayah |
“When it is created for the first time and when the destroyed
[buildings] are renovated, of both [these activities]
The fruit is the same, [in the case of] the construction of the abode
[of God] and others—there is no doubt [about it].
When improper texts, executors and images are used,
it causes the fall of subjects and the king, as well as the kingdom.”
56 The term karmarca, which is usually synonymous with kautuka- 
bera, means a type of image, one of several which are used in the temples. 
It is meant for offerings. See also TAK vol. II.
57 These are the elements of the regular, first installation (pratisthd).
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should be honoured and then the potency of god should be invoked into 
the vessel which is worshipped after placing it on the mould of grains 
of rice. At a proper time the god’s potency should be invoked back into 
the main idol according to the procedures described in the sastras.™
Accompanying deities are placed only in the water of the vessel 
called kumbha. The one acting in such a way brings prosperity to all.58 9
58 PâdScp 17.35cd-39:
hahuherapratifthâyâm jïrnoddhâre yathâpuram || 17.35 
karmârcam sthâpayed vedyâm sâyayec câpi mandape | 
nâdhivâso jale kâryo na netronmïlanam tathâ || 17.36 
na tattvasamhârotpâdau sarvam karmâny athâcaret | 
mûlabimbam samâsâdyaprâgval sarvam samâcaret || 17.37 
bâlakautukam abhyarcya yâtrâmürtis ca [ms M2; yâtrâmanyatra ed.J 
tadgatâm | 
saklim kumbhe samâvâhya kumbham dhânyasthilam punah || 17.38 
abhyarcya samaye prâpte mûlabere guruh svayam | 
saklim nivesayec châstradpstena vidhinâ harau || 17.39
“During the installation of many images and during renovation as previously 
the image [which in the meantime] is worshipped, should be installed 
on the altar and laid down in the pavilion.
The preliminary ceremony is not needed, neither a bath, nor [the ceremony of] 
eyes’ opening,
or [the ceremony] of removal and [subsequent] imposition of elements 
taitva. One should perform all the [prescribed] acts.
When one has the main image made, one should execute everything 
as previously.
Having worshipped the provisional image for daily offerings as well 
as the processional image,
having invoked the potency [residing there] into a kumbha vessel, then 
this kumbha, placed on the [pile of] grains,
having been worshipped [by him], when the [right] time comes, into 
the main image the teacher himself 
transfers the potency into Hari, according to the rule of the sdstra."
59 PâdS cp 17.40:
kumbhatoyâv asesena parivâraprakalpanam | 
utsavam kârayed ante sarvasântikaro hi sah ||
“One should place all accompanying deities in the water of
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Yet another Pancaratrika text, with Keralan affiliation, the Visnu- 
samhitaf refers elaborately to the renovation ceremony. In its chapter 
24 (24.3) the text compares the renovation of the idols and the god’s 
change of place of residence with the act of abandoning the body 
by the soul:
deham dehi yatha jirnam tyaktvd dehdntaram vrajet | 
tyaktva jirnam tatha himbam devo pi bhajate navam ||
“Same as the dweller of the body, abandoning the old one, heading to­
wards the other [new] one,
in the same way, disusing the old image, God assumes the new one.”
In the further part of the same 24,h chapter of the VisnuS one can find 
a relatively detailed description of the technique of the renovation of 
the idol, beginning with the removal of the old one60 1:
the kumbha
[and] finally, one should mandate a festival—he is the one who brings 
about the prosperity for all.”
60 See for example Sarma (forthcoming).
61 The description in the Visnusamhitâ can be compared with Keralan 
texts, and the subject was treated by S.A.S. Sarma in his paper entitled “‘Re- 
Installation’ of idols replacing damaged ones, with special reference to the rit­
ual literature of Kerala”, presented at the International Conference Consecra­
tion Rituals in South Asia, 19-20 October 2012, Department of Archaeology 
and Religious Studies, The Norwegian University of Science and Technology, 
Trondheim (to be published soon). I am grateful to Dr. S.A.S. Sarma [ÉFEO, 
Pondicherry] for providing me with the text of his unpublished article.
62 In the beginning the pedestal, if it is for example made of clay or 
cement, is not firm, therefore before the material stiffens, it should be wrapped 
around, usually with a rope, to keep its shape. After stiffening of the material 
of which the pedestal has been made, the wrapping should be removed.
“Accompanied by the priests, who follow him, the teacher himself 
removes the bindings of the pedestal62 with a golden and clean plough, 
while [reciting] an eight-syllable mantra. [Treating the idol] 
as the remnants from the offerings, while lifting [the image, one recites]:
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‘I am Viijvaksena.61
63 Visvaksena is the one to whom the remnants of the offerings 
in the temple belong.
64 TAK vol. I. BibL Jag
65 Visnusamhita 24.36-45ab:
avartayadbhir ptvigbhir acaryah sahitah svayam |
visyjya pithikabandham sauvarnair langalaih subhaih 11 24.36 
astaksarena nirmdlyam visvakseno 'ham uddhare | 
iti kptva sthiram buddhim bhur bhuvah suvar om iti 11 24.37 
gartad utthapayed bimbam yantrayogena sadhakah | 
vedastotrajapais turyair jayasabdais capuskalaih 11 24.38 
npltagitattahasais ca tato bimbam nayed bahih | 
ahatair vasanaih slaksnaih samantat parivestya tu 11 24.39 
kptvopacaram gayattrya pranavadyantaruddhaya | 
daksirte sthandilam kptva saikatam caturasrakam 11 24.40
’’Making [his] thoughts fixed and reciting bhür, bhuvah, svah, 
the sâdhaka should take out the idol from the hollow using a device. 
Reciting Vedic hymns, with music and shoutingyaya many times, 
with dance, singing and laughing, one should lead the idol outside. 
Having covered it up with a delicate new cloths, 
having executed rituals (upacara),M together with [mantra] gâyatrî, 
ended with pranavamantra and with other [concluding formulas], 
on the right side [to the south], after heaping up a quadrangle elevation 
(sthandila) with sand,
and after dredging it with sesame seed and darbha grass, he should 
order to lay the idol down there.
Let him purify it with water, let him worship it with perfumes, flowers 
and other [substances].
Having walked around [it] three times in the direction opposite/reverse 
to pradaksina, one should dredge [it] with sesame seeds and rice. 
Then, having covered [the image] with other delicate cloths and putting 
[it] on the vehicle/mount vâhana 
adorned with an umbrella, flag and banners and ornamented with fans, 
with the accompaniment of exclamations of nobles, one should lead [it] 
to the river which tends to the sea.
Then, meditating deeply on the four-armed Viçvaksena
[using] his mantra ending with [the word] namas, one should throw 
the idol into the water.
The pedestal and the brahmasilâ stone should be considered as impure 
[namely as the remnants from the offering] (nirmalya)."63 45
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The Visnusamhita continues its teaching referring to different types of 
damages:
“One should get rid of it if the arms of the idol are damaged, 
if limbs are broken or deformed, one should get rid of it.
If a finger of one arm is broken, or two, one should not throw away 
the image.
If there are more [damages], one should get rid of it, and also if three 
[limbs/fingers] are broken.
Even if toe is broken, one [should do] like that, otherwise one should 
[re-]create it,66
tilan vikirya darbhamś ca prat imam tatra śayayet | 
ksdlayet tatra tarn toyair gandhapuspaiś ca pujayet 11 24.41 
trirapradaksinam kytva satilais tantfulaih kiret |
tato ’nyair vasartaih ślaksnair dcchadydropya vahanam 11 24.42 
chatradhvajapatakabhis cdmaraiś copaśobhitam | 
mahajanaravair yuktam nadim sagaragam nayet || 24.43 
tatragadhe tato dhyatva visvaksenam caturbhujam | 
tanmantrena namo 'ntena bimbam apsu viniksipet || 24.44 
pitham brahmaśilam capi nirmdlyam iii cintayet |
66 It can be replaced or covered with metal.
or if it [the image] is ruptured, one should get rid of it, as well as if 
it is broken.
A finger, if damaged should be re-created with gold, or [if] two [fingers 
are damaged].
If a stone figure or metal one [is damaged], with copper or silver
[it should be repaired].
If a weapon is broken, one should always re-create it with gold, 
if a tiara or earrings [are damaged] and if cloths and other [elements are 
damaged], one should [re-create them].
If the image was abandoned, as [it happens] in the case of theft, one 
should undertake
an installation and perform offering; [even if] the pedestal is not 
damaged, it should not be re-used.
At the conclusion of the offering [one should prepare] fresh and pure substances, 
a pedestal (pindika), water, spikes of crop [or com]. There are two kinds 
of pedestals:
a stone one should be buried in a hollow, a wooden one should be burnt 
in the fire.
One should use jewels and prepare metal, and then should get rid of 
the clay [form]. One should throw all [the rest] and the clay [form]
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into the water.
If the image of God is broken, in the place where the temple is seen 
one should prepare another gold image.
One should worship according to the rule a metal [image] or [that made] 
of jewels, which was first installed [consecrated],”67
67 yisnusamhita 24.61-70:
bahucchede parityagah pratimayah kare tatha |
yasminn avayave bhagne vairupyam tatra lam tyajet || 24.61 
yady ekakarasakha tu bhagna dve vatra na tyajet | 
atahparam parityagas tricchede kauscid isyate || 24.62
The above presented selected descriptions of the renovation of 
images and temples are usually detailed, though devoid of all techni­
calities connected with the production of the material objects, which 
is the domain of technical manuals on art and architecture. The thor­
ough treatment of the topic indicates the importance and value of 
the acts which are connected with the re-creation of material objects 
but at the same time have a religious and ritualistic dimension. There­
fore, similarly as in the case of the first installation and consecra­
tion ceremonies, they cannot be neglected and executed cursory and 
by those who are not properly prepared and entitled. The temples 
in which god resides and images in which he is present cannot be aban­
doned even if, with a passage of time, some damages should appear 
in them. It would be careless and dangerous to leave god’s poten­
cies in the places which do not fulfill all requirements determined by 
the texts, because they could get out of control of the entitled specialists 
and could bring disaster to the whole community related to the temple.
As observed in the above-mentioned passages from the Pancaratrika 
sources, the whole topic is usually structured according to the main 
issues, which are: the causes of the damage as well as of polluting, 
differences in the treatment of various images according to their origin 
and material they are created of; the ways of purifying, or, if needed, 
renovation or even replacement of the images. In these passages one 
learns also about dangers and calamities brought by particular kinds 
of deficiencies in images and god’s abodes. Therefore, apart from 
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technicalities connected with the replacement of one object by another, 
more general information concerning the religious context is provided. 
The topic of renovation is important from the point of view of the tem­
ple cult, and especially with regard to the specific way of treating god’s 
images in the Tantric traditions, among them Pâncarâtra. The strong 
belief in the real presence of god in his representations is one of 
the specific and crucial features which determine the peculiarity and 
identity of the tradition. It is Pâncarâtra, dominating the temple life of 
the Vaisnavas in many regions of South India and especially Tamilnadu, 
which developed the concept of god’s presence in his representations 
(arcâvatâra) and made it an indispensable element of the doctrine.68
pâdasâkhâparicchede 'py evam anyatra kalpayet | 
sphutite ca parityâgo bhinne ca pariklrtitah 11 24.63 
sauvarnlm sângulih kâryâyâ bhagnâ dve ca te tathâ | 
lohâdau cecchilâbimbe tâmrena rajatena va 11 24.64 
heticchede tu sarvatra sauvarnam tat prakalpayet | 
makute kundale caiva vastrâdisu ca sasyate 11 24.65 
pratimâyâh parityâge corâhftivad isyate | 
sthâpanam pûjanam câtra na grâhyam pitham aksatam 11 24.66 
anuyâge navâny eva dravyâni subhadani tu | 
pindikâpacchilâdïni dvayoh pttham tu garhyate || 24.67 
gahane nikhanecchailam dâravam vahninâ dahet | 
dadyâd ratnam ca loham ca kuryâd vidrâvya vâ punah || 24.68 
pârthivam nikyiped apsu sarvam pârthivam eva va | 
bhagne bimbe 'pi devasya prâsâdo yatra laksyate || 24.69 
tatrâpi kârayed bimbam sauvarnam aparam punah | 
lohajam ratnajam vâgre sthâpitam vidhinârcayet || 24.70
68 I referred to this issue as seen in the Pâncarâtra tradition as well 
as the Srivaiçnava and other Tantric traditions in my paper and article 
“At the crossroads of art and religion—image consecration in the Pâncarâtrika 
sources” (Czerniak-Drozdzowicz forthcoming).
Positioning the process of the construction and, if needed, re-con- 
struction of the temple in the context of an elaborate ritual enabling its 
functioning as a house of god gave this construction a special value. 
Supporting the physical, material installation of god’s idol in the tem­
ple with additional group of elaborate ritualistic acts also underlined 
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the extraordinary features and uniqueness of such representation. 
In the case of the South Indian Vaisnava tradition, this uniqueness was 
understood and properly guarded by the Vaikhânasas and Pâncarâtrikas 
and that enabled them to establish a firm position of the officiating 
priests in the most of Vaisnava temples in the South of India, especially 
in Tamilnadu. It also helped them to face the objections69 of the unques­
tioned orthodox Brahmanical (Smârta) communities.
69 1 mean here for example the issue of the authoritativeness of 
the Pâncarâtra, sometimes questioned by the orthodoxy. It was expressed 
in the discussion taking place for several centuries and having its source 
in the Brahmasütra, then commentaries of Sankara and the response in defense 
of the Pâncarâra which can be found in the works of Yâmunâcârya, Râmânuja 
and Vedanta Desika.
70 D. Smith wrote in his Foreword to the edition of the Pâncarâtraprâsâda- 
prasâdhana (p. XIX): “In comparing the two temple-building traditions—that of 
the silpasdstra technical handbooks and that of the Pâncaràtràgama liturgical 
texts—while in the one the main attention is given over to measurements and 
technical directions to be used by artisans, in the other the building-activities 
are discussed mainly in terms of holy rituals performed by an officiating priest­
foreman [âcârya].’
The material found in the Pâncarâtrika texts is supplementary 
to the descriptions known from the earlier literature of the veddiiga, 
silpa- and vâstusâstras as well as purânas and in the case of the cen­
tres of the Vaisnava tradition these texts were and are indispensable 
sources of the theoretical and practical knowledge about the treatment 
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